Abstract. Indirect methods using nucleus-nucleus reactions at high energies (here, high energies mean ∼ 50 MeV/nucleon and higher) are now routinely used to extract information of interest for nuclear astrophysics. This is of extreme relevance as many of the nuclei involved in stellar evolution are short-lived. Therefore, indirect methods became the focus of recent studies carried out in major nuclear physics facilities. Among such methods, heavy ion charge exchange is thought to be a useful tool to infer Gamow-Teller matrix elements needed to describe electron capture rates in stars and also double beta-decay experiments. In this short review, I provide a theoretical guidance based on a simple reaction model for charge exchange reactions.
Introduction
Supernovae explosions may provide a scenario for the production of heavy elements in the Universe, although it is uncertain what are the mechanisms driving such explosions [1] . The uncertainties arise from several possibilities, including how fast nuclear reactions occur in their environments. E.g., electron-capture on neutron-rich nuclei beyond mass number 60 is thought to become important as the density increases during core-collapse supernovae [2] . One cannot access these reaction rates directly in laboratory experiments. Additional problems are, e.g., the stellar enhancement due to thermal population of excited states. Moreover, in the medium nuclear mass range, accurate shell-model calculations are difficult and theoretical methods employing mean-field techniques have been introduced which include large uncertainties. To check their validity, theoretical calculations must be tested against experiment. Another even more difficult problem arises because laboratory-based experiments do not reproduce the conditions (density and temperature) present in stellar environments [2, 3] . Thus the numerous electron capture reactions occurring in stars need coordinated efforts involving theory and experiments.
To fill in parts of our knowledge gap, (p,n), ( 3 He,t) and heavy ion charge-exchange reactions have been used to extract Gamow-Teller matrix elements inherent to electron capture rates. Experimental analysis often use the formalism popularized in Refs. [4, 5, 6, 7] , which relates the forward scattering charge-exchange formula with the reduced matrix elements for non spin-flip Fermi, B(F ), and spin-flip Gamow-Teller, B(GT ), matrix elements, i.e.,
where N D is a distortion factor (accounting for initial and final state interactions), J στ is the Fourier transform of the GT part of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction, C = |J τ /J στ | 2 , and
k ||i | 2 with A J = (2J f + 1)/(2J i + 1). Eq. 1 is purely empirical and there are strong evidences that it works reasonably well for most reactions of interest. It has been used indiscriminately in the analysis of charge exchange reactions, although it has been also shown that it fails in few cases. It lacks a solid theoretical basis and should be used with caution to reach the accuracy needed for the electron capture response functions [8, 9] . In view of the great relevance of the ongoing experimental campaign in radioactive beam facilities, I will show how Eq. 1 arises from a very simple model and what are its limitations.
2. Charge-exchange processes with heavy ion reactions As shown in Fig. 1 left panel, charge-exchange reactions can proceed via virtual pion and rho exchange in one or two step processes (a, b), whereas a physical nucleon exchange always requires at least a two step process (c). Therefore, pion and rho exchange is a more efficient way to induce charge exchange reactions with heavy ions, unless the reaction occurs at low energies of about 50 MeV/nucleon and lower, as demonstrated by Lenske et al. [10] . This fact also allows the reaction mechanism to be much simpler to handle because nucleon exchange is much harder to describe theoretically than pion or rho exchange.
General formalism
The DWBA scattering amplitude for inelastic processes in nucleus-nucleus collisions is given by [11] f
where χ (±) k ′ ,k are the (outgoing/incoming) distorted scattered waves for the c.m. motion of the two nuclei with reduced mass m 0 and φ i,f (r ) are the initial and final wavefunctions for the intrinsic nuclear motion, respectively. The c.m. of relative motion between the nuclei is described by the coordinate R and r is the intrinsic coordinate of the wavefunction for the nucleus of interest (usually the projectile in heavy ion charge exchange with radioactive beams). Spin and spin-isospin dependence of the effective nucleonnucleon interaction used in direct reactions [12] .
In Eq. 2, V (R, r ) is the interaction potential between the two nuclei which leads to the inelastic process aA → bB. It is taken as the interaction potential between a nucleon in nucleus t (A or B) at position r t , with a nucleon in nucleus p (a or b) at position r p . The meson exchange between these nucleons is responsible for the charge exchange process in nucleusnucleus collisions at high energies (E lab > 50 MeV/nucleon), for which the physical exchange of nucleons is negligible due to severe phase-space limitations [8] .
We will now describe a method appropriate for inelastic scattering in high energy collisions, along the lines of Ref. [7, 8, 13] . Even without details of the calculations, it is very easy to follow. Using eikonal wavefunctions, the DWBA amplitude becomes
where the sum includes all pairs of nucleons, with one from nucleus p and another from nucleus t. The relative coordinates of the pair are related by r = R + r p − r t , q = k ′ −k is the momentum transfer, k and k ′ are the initial and final momentum in the center of mass, and b = |R ×k| is often interpreted as the impact parameter.
In Ref.
[8] the charge exchange cross sections were studied in terms of π + ρ exchange interactions based on the OPEP potential. In-medium corrections of the nucleon-nucleon interaction were not taken into account. These effects have been extensively studied by Franey and Love [12] and other authors. The important parts of the interaction for the charge-exchange reaction are the central and the tensor components. In general, the spin-orbit part of the interaction produces a negligible contribution to the cross sections. The (in-medium) nucleonnucleon interaction may be written as
where the tensor operator is given by S pt ( r) = 3 (σ p · r) (σ t · r) − (σ p · σ t ) , and the spin-orbit term contains the angular momentum operator l = (r t − r p ) × (p t − p p ) /h, often yielding a negligible contribution to the cross sections. The effective nucleon-nucleon potential has also to include an exchange operator to fully account for anti-symmetrization. Thus, the interaction (4) should be understood as V pt (r) → V pt (r) 1 + (−1) l P x , where P x is the space exchange operator which changes r → −r on the right and (−) l (with l = relative angular momentum in the nucleon-nucleon system) ensures anti-symmetrization.
Using a spherical basis (µ = 0, ±1), the scalar products can be written as
where
The τ t ·τ p operator is responsible for isospin exchange via the combination of τ ± operators in Eq. (5). Likewise, the σ t · σ p is responsible for spin-flip interactions. Further, introducing
11 (r), Eq. (4) can be written in the following more compact form [14] V pt (r) =
where K = 0 corresponds to the central force, K = 2 to the tensor force, and S, T to the spin and isospin labels of the force. The constants
C 2 0 = 0, and C 2 1 = (24π/5) 1/2 . When S = 0, σ S is the unit operator, and when S = 1, it becomes the Pauli spin operator σ. Likewise for the isospin operator τ T . In Eq. 7 the following notation has been used
and
Now, defining
it is straightforward to show that
This result is simple and is also exact, depending on the following assumptions: (a) the validity of DWBA, (b) the use of eikonal wavefunctions and (c) an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction obeying all symmetries allowed. Let us them under scrutiny one by one:
a -Validity of DWBA. This is not questionable, as the reaction is a genuine perturbative process. In fact, DWBA is used in all experimental analysis of charge-exchange reactions. b -Validity of eikonal waves. This also leaves for little room for discussion. Eikonal waves are known to describe accurately the distorted waves in high energy collisions involving low energy transfers and forward angles [11] . c-Effective nucleon-nucleon interactions. This is not a problem either. Effective interactions are the basis of all approaches to nucleus-nucleus collisions. Earlier calculations used a single Yukawa interaction with a range of 1 fm [15] . A review of existing data [(p,p') and (p,n) reactions] gave V 0 11 = 12 ± 2.5 MeV [16] for such a force. Later, Petrovich et al. [17, 18] proposed to include a pseudopotential, i.e., a δ (r) force, to it. Also, effective interactions derived by fitting matrix elements of a sum of Yukawas to G-matrix elements of phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potentials were introduced [19, 20, 21] . These interactions involve more than one Yukawa potential in an effort to consider different meson exchanges. A popular interaction, developed by Love and Franey [12] uses the antisymmetrized matrix elements of an effective potential to fit the nucleon-nucleon t-matrix in heavy ion collisions at high energies. The right-hand side of Figure 1 shows the isospin and the spin-isospin dependence of the interaction separately as a function of the bombarding energy. One sees that in the region around 200 MeV/nucleon the spin-isospin part clearly dominates over the isospin one. In fact, most of charge-exchange experiments are carried out at about this energy. The high energy also validates the use of the eikonal distorted waves.
The differential cross section for charge exchange is obtained by an average of initial spins and sum over final spins, i.e.,
Obviously, at forward angles q = 2k sin(θ/2) ≃ 0 and the integral in Eq. 11 becomes even simpler. But the replacement of q = 0 in Eq. 11 only yields Eq. 1 with additional simplifications. A closer inspection of Eq. 11 shows that, neglecting the p-dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, V K ST (p), and of the angular momentum dependence in Y K ( p), will lead to the result that R ≃ r p − r t . Due to the strong absorption at small values of b (small R), the reaction is peripheral and only rather large values of R will contribute in the integral. This means that only the tail of the nuclear wavefunctions will be probed in heavy ion charge exchange reactions, as in any other direct reaction. Eq. 1 is thus justified if we can neglect the momentum dependence in the prodcut
A much stronger approximation assumes the absence of refraction and absorption, such that S (b) ≃ 1. In this case the integral over R yields q ≃ −p, and for q ≃ 0, we again recover Eq. 1.
A detailed study of the theoretical validity of Eq. 1 was carried out in Ref. [9] . It was found that the extraction of Gamow-Teller matrix elements from heavy ion charge exchange experiments can be misleading if a bettter treatment of the reaction mechanism is not taken into account. At forward angles a clear difference between exact calculations based on Eq. 11 and Eq. 1 have been found [9] . This conclusion might seem surprising, because weak interaction strengths have routinely been extracted from (p,n) and heavy ion exchange reactions using the simple formulation based on the empirical Eq. 1.
3. Double-beta decay studies with heavy ion charge exchange reactions Double beta decay in nuclei can occur in nuclei without emission of a neutrino, if the neutrino is a Majorana particle (i.e., its own antiparticle). Theorists believe that if the neutrino is a Majorana particle then it is easier to explain the origins of its small, but non-zero, mass. If neutrinoless double beta decay is observed, it will also provide the neutrino mass, since its decay rate is proportional to the square of the neutrino mass. Ordinary double beta decay with neutrino emission has been observed (see Ref. [22] and references therein), but up to now no experiment has reported positive results on neutrinoless beta-decay. Based on the V-A theory of weak interactions it is possible to show that the half-life of neutrinoless double beta decay can exceed by large that of ordinary double beta decay. For all such reasons, there is a large ongoing effort in the nuclear theory community to calculate reliably, or measure directly or indirectly, matrix elements relevant for double beta-decay. As with the case of electron capture matrix elements, spin and spin-isospin nuclear response needs to be assessed.
Charge exchange reactions can play a vital role in extracting matrix elements for double betadecay by means of the two-step process displayed in part (b) on the left-hand side of Figure 1 . The physical exchange of two nucleons is ruled out because the cross section is simply too small at the relevant heavy ion energies. Besides, the theoretical formalism for it is much more involved than that for pion and rho exchange. In Ref. [8] it was estimated that double charge exchange total cross sections in heavy ion collisions are smaller by a factor 10 −4 − 10 −5 compared to single charge-exchange. If the peak of the differential cross section at forward angles for single charge exchange is of the order of millibarns, it was estimated that the equivalent value for double charge exchange is of the order of microbarns. This requires intense beams and excellent detection efficiency. With recent advances on both fronts, it is expected that a new line of research will focus on these reactions in the near future.
Conclusions
Indirect techniques for nuclear astrophysics using new radioactive beam facilities worldwide consist indisputably of one of the most interesting work in present nuclear physics research. In this short review, I have focused on charge exchange reactions and the extraction of GamowTeller matrix elements of relevance for electron capture in stars and for neutrino induced reactions. The purpose is to illustrate the level of understanding in nuclear reaction theory for this particular case. We know that empirical formulas are very useful in physics. And it seems that the empirical Eq. 1 works reasonably well for charge exchange reactions. But is lacks a solid physics basis in some situations. This leaves us in an uncomfortable position because physics is driven by the desire to understand physical phenomena from first principles.
